
Lesson 6 – Use Case  

Chapter 6A – Use Case Application | 10 Minutes 

Lesson Objectives 

In this Lesson, you will practice applying what you learned in the previous lessons in the context of a use 
case.  In this lesson, you will work with Customers data. Before you begin working on this lesson, read 
the following background information about the Customers dataset and use case. 

You work for a technical services company that sells three monthly subscription products:   
 
- Basic (price:  $9.99/month) 
- Secure (price: $14.99/month) 
- Masked (price: $29.99/month)  
 
The company occasionally offers promotional discounts – therefore, some product prices may be 
slightly lower than those listed above. Your overall goal is to provide an analysis of sales activity by zip 
code.  
 
In order to do this, you’ll need to join your customer contacts dataset (where zip code information 
resides) with sales data from your purchases dataset. Once you’ve joined the data, you’ll need to 
aggregate the results. 

 

YOUR GOAL: Create a new dataset for the Customers source, remove non-customer contacts, and 
standardize data in the end_date column. 

1. Add a new dataset to the Training flow. 

Create a new dataset using the following information: 

• Dataset Name: Customers 

• Dataset Description: Use Case 

• Source: lab_customers.csv 

 

2. Remove the contacts who are not actual customers.   

How do we identify contacts who are not customers? If 
the start_date column does not contain a value, the 
contact is not under contract, and therefore, not a 
customer.   

HINT: Use the data quality bar! 

delete row: 

ismissing([start_date]) 

 

3. Provide a default end_date value for active 
customers. 

If you look at the end_date column, you’ll notice that 
there are a large number of rows with missing values 
(customers with an active contract).  

So, you can easily work with this column, you’ll start by 
inserting a default value – January 01, 2050 – in 

those missing rows.  

set col: end_date value: 

ifmissing(end_date, 

'2050/01/01') 



Make sure the format for the default value matches the 
format of the existing dates in the end_date column. 

HINT: You need to generate a data quality condition 
and enter a new value for records that fulfill the data 
quality condition. 

4. Fix the start_date data type mismatches. 
 
Notice that the start_date column contains in two 
different formats. You want all of the dates in this 
column to conform to the format ‘yyyy/MM/dd’. 
 
HINT: This will require two steps. You need to force 
Trifacta to recognize the invalid records as having a 
date/time datatype.  Set the datatype of the column 
to the short month format first. 
 
For the second step, you will utilize the dateformat 
function inside of a set transformation. 

settype col: start_date 

type: 'Datetime','mm-dd-

yy','shortMonth*dd*yyyy' 

 

set col: start_date value: 

ifvalid(start_date, 

['Datetime','mm-dd-

yy','shortMonth*dd*yyyy'], 

dateformat(start_date, 

'yyyy\/MM\/dd')) 
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